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About This Content

A brand new game mode for Dino D-Day!

The long-awaited Jurassic Update for Dino D-Day is complete and that includes an all new, survival-style game mode we call
Last Stand.

In Dino D-Day: Last Stand you and your friends will battle through 10 intense waves of ravenous Nazi dinosaurs culminating in
a terrifying encounter with a beast so infamous Allied soldiers simply refer to him as the "Red Baron". As you fight you will

accrue gold you can spend in the Quartermaster Menu to buy upgrades, special abilities, new weapons, even animal companions
to help you in your fight. Winning in Last Stand requires not only great teamwork but the effective combination of upgrades and

special abilities with your teammates!

Features

Pulse-pounding co-op survival gameplay!

A slew of new dinosaurs!

Vengeance Goat...a goat with a Tesla coil on its back hell-bent on killing Nazi dinosaurs!

Deep upgrade system making for a tactically-rich co-op combat experience!
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Two brand new maps! Support for existing Dino D-Day maps!

Gear up soldier! The Red Baron and his Nazi dinosaur minions await!
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dino d-day last stand dlc

Worth it , a lot of new content for the price ,new enemies , new upgrates + i tried the arena and its great! There is also one more
new third area west from the new area that needs to get unlocked yet..Still the most annoying thing by far is the wind that moves
you lol. got to admit for a small game it is actually good thou some things was lacking like your special weaponds cant be
upgraded still enjoyable. I backed this game on kickstarted and played the beta. It is much better with a controller than trying to
use the keyboard controls. Otherwise, this is a pretty relaxing game that I feel is similar to Stardew Valley.. A thoroughly
enjoyable HOG/adventure game hybrid. Playable by newcomers to the genre or veterans, and the story has some great B-movie
shenanigans. I really like the HOGs that have more going on than just hidden-object finding, so this is a definite winner for me..
A simple and nice game, i liked.. I don't recomend buying this game. Don't buy it unless it is below $2.00. It's pretty bad. The
gaphics are horrible. The gameplay was evan worse. It wouldn't let me finish my turn every now and then. I had to re-load the
game over and over. There ais no way to change the controls or sound level. On the first level it just threw you in the game. It
took me 2 hours to complete the first level. The only reason i kept playing was because I was determined to beat the first level. I
read the other reviews and ignored them and thought, it's the Civil War it can't be that bad. I love to study the Confedercy and I
am a proud Alabama patriot. The game overall was horrible. Just because it was the Civil War I would have to give it a 2\/10.
The game producers could have made it a really good game. If they had just made the first level on 20 turns at the maximum
,tried to fix the mechanics, and added buildings or forts to the game. I see what they where going for but they failed. (Although I
did enjoy watching and moving my little ironclad and gunboats for about 10-15 minutes. Than I realized this game would last
for a long, long time.). Oh yeah probably one of the best outfits in the whole game cool yo. Another dime released just 7 months
after the Road to Hill 30. Playing as Red was as much as fun as playing Baker.
10/10. I hate to rate things poorly, but this unfortunately is one of the weaker Guilty Gear titles.

The issues with this aren't tied to the game however, it's tied to the weak port.

There is little controller support (I still haven't figured out how to set up a controller to player 1), and more importantly, there
was nothing done to add an online component.

That's right, this is local multiplayer only.

If you're in it for the nostalgia, go ahead and grab, just don't expect to be able to do much outside of local on a keyboard.
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the balls gave me a crashing headache! I won't even finish this as it is too tedious. 4 out of 10 for me.. "Sorry guys, we had a bad
life and made some bad design choices and now we need you to pay for the game again that you've been waiting for all this
time."

Uhhh, no?. a e s t h e t i c. A simple, colorful roguelike. Not gory or violent either, it serves as a very good introduction to the
genre even if you're 5. Doesn't mean the game is easy though. Its a decent length. 12 hours in and I'm getting around the last
bosses.

Stat system is simple with Attack, Dodge, Aim, and Luck, with Luck affecting crit chance, in which crits deal double damage as
well as heals you. You get to choose from two stats to gain a point when leveling. Price is great for the content. Highly
recommended for anyone who could use a turn-based roguething, even if for just a bit.

EDIT: a Posthumous statistic:
Took about 22 hours to finally win--This is somewhat lower than other roguelikes, but still fits the game well.
Winning game took just over an hour.
Died just shy of 100 times.

Final verdict: Definitely worth face value.
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